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Transition Words and Phrases 
What are Transition Words and Phrases? 
 Transition words and phrases make explicit connections between ideas, sentences, and paragraphs. 
They preview what will be said in the next sentence or paragraph, as shown in the diagram below.  
 

  
 
 
 
 Because Transitions preview the next sentence or paragraph, they are usually placed at the beginning 
of sentences and paragraphs.  
 

Here are examples of Transition Words/Phrases; note that they have commas after them when they 
start a sentence: 
 

  I did not study for the test. Therefore, I failed.  
   

  I studied for hours. However, I still missed a few questions.  
 

  Studying is too much like work. In other words, I would rather not do it! 
 

  I studied my notes for several hours. Additionally, I joined a study group.  
 

  I studied with a group whereas he studied alone.  
  

Common Transitions and their Meanings 
Different Transition Words mean different things. You do NOT want to confuse the reader by using 
“therefore,” when you really need to use “however.” The common Transition Words/Phrases below are listed 
according to their meanings. Note that some words can be used to mean multiple things.  
 

Cause and Effect/Conclusion Addition/Elaboration Comparison Contrast 
Accordingly Also Also,  However 
As a result Furthermore Similarly On the contrary 
Consequently Moreover Likewise On the other hand 
Hence In addition Along the same lines Conversely 
It follows, then, that… Additionally In the same way Regardless 
Since Indeed In comparison Whereas 
Thus In fact Comparatively While 
Therefore In other words Just like[A], B is … Although  
Ultimately To put it another way Equally  Even though 

    

Conclusion Concession Example Time/Order 
In short Admittedly For example First (Second) (Third) 
In brief Granted For instance Last 
To summarize I concede that … As an example Next 
To sum up Of course, it is true that …   As an illustration Then 
Lastly Although it is true that … Specifically Beforehand 
Finally Even though it is true that Another example is … Afterward 
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